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Activity Title: 

Bus stopping 
brainstorm  
– what do we know 
now?

Nature of 
Activity: 

Prior knowledge 
brainstorm and 
discussion

Focusing 
question/s:

 ▪ What is a 
wetland?

 ▪ What is a 
floating wetland?

 ▪ Where in the 
water cycle does 
a wetland fit? 

Curriculum area:

 ▪ English

 ▪ Science

 ▪ Social 
Studies 

Suggested 
Curriculum Level:

Any level

Activity 1a  
Bus stopping brainstorm  
– what do we know now?
Focusing questions

 ▪ What is a wetland?

 ▪ What is a floating wetland?

 ▪ Where in the water cycle does a wetland fit?

Resources required 

 ▪  Large sheets of paper (A3 or larger) 

 ▪  Scrap paper (for ideas) or sticky notes

 ▪  Coloured pens

 ▪  Glue – if using scrap paper

 ▪  Learning Journal Activity 1a (see following pages) 

 ▪  Teacher background information reading:  
Types of wetland in the Bay of Plenty (see following pages) 

 ▪  Teacher background information reading:  
How a wetland works diagram (see following pages)

 ▪  Teacher background information reading:  
What are floating wetlands? (see following pages)

 ▪  Teacher background information reading: Kania Bruce (2005) Island Life 
– an article about floating wetlands (see following pages)

 ▪  Teacher background information reading: Pollution busters club. Wetlands, Issue 
46, July 2011 on http://www.boprc.govt.nz/media/100335/pb47wetlands_web.pdf 
(see following pages)

 ▪ Glossary template. (See the glossary for student use, in the Learning Journal 
template supplied within the ‘Resources’ section of this document).

Prior learning

Before conducting this activity, read the teacher background information (see the 
‘resources required’ list above).

It is important that students know the basics of brainstorming and bus stopping. It 
may be useful to practise brainstorming on simple topics in groups to ensure that 
students are able to work in a cooperative and supportive way.

If the group / class is not used to brainstorming, some basic instruction will be 
required:

 ▪ Everyone’s ideas count equally.

 ▪ When an idea is put forward comments and discussion should be positive.

 ▪ The person suggesting the idea may write it down (or draw) and can choose to 
include their name.

Kyla
Cross-Out
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Method

1. Write the focusing questions on large paper and place them in three different areas of the 
classroom (they can be on the wall or at separate tables).

2. Explain that before beginning a new unit or new study topic it is good to consider the information 
we already know. Get the students into three groups and assign them to one question. To make 
sorting easier, use post-its or smallish pieces of paper for students to note ideas down (one idea 
per paper). Ask them to brainstorm in their groups, what they know about the question.

3. After several minutes of brainstorming get the groups to rotate to the next question and repeat the 
last step (2).

4. When the groups have visited all questions and have put all their ideas forward, have each group 
review the brainstorm question they are currently at:

 ▪  Are there similar or related ideas? Group these together.

 ▪  Is there a theme to each group? If so, write it as a title for that group.

 ▪  Glue these all onto the large sheets of paper.

5. Each group of students can then report back the key ideas / themes to the class in some way – 
you may need to put a time limit on the preparation and presentation of each brainstorm.

6. After all groups have presented consider:

 ▪  Were there any common themes?

 ▪  Are there any obvious gaps in knowledge? If so, write short headings / labels for these. This is 
the class ‘find out’ list.

 ▪  Students can be given time to add any other questions they may have.

7.  Have the students write down the common themes they have found for each of the three focus 
questions, in the appropriate gaps on their Learning Journal page.

8.  Have the students write down the class ‘find out’ list within the table ‘Things we want to find out’, 
on their Learning Journal page.

9.  When new words are encountered, record the word(s) in the glossary template (See the glossary 
for student use, in the Learning Journal template supplied within the ‘Resources’ section of this 
document).

NOTE: If prior knowledge is limited you might need to conduct the activity as whole class exercise. 

Possible next steps

Repeat the activity using your own focusing questions related to wetlands, floating wetlands and the 
water cycle. 
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Teacher background information 
Types of wetlands in the Bay of Plenty Rotorua  
Lakes area

Swamps

Most wetlands in the Bay of Plenty are swamps. They are 
formed by groundwater seepage or surface run-off, for 
example from streams. Swamps are usually permanently 
wet. Typical vegetation includes harakeke (flax), cabbage 
trees, raupo, sedges and rushes, and forest such as 
kahikatea.

Seepage 

A sloping area with a steady flow of groundwater and/or 
surface water, seepage has less volume than a stream or 
spring. Low plants, like mosses, cushion plants or sedges 
are typical. Many of these can be found around the Rotorua 
Lakes.

Estuarine

Habitats in tidal zones, such as salt marshes and mudflats, 
with herbfields, rushlands, scrublands and mangroves.

Other types include:

Marshes, ephemeral wetlands, fens, mires and bogs are 
some of the other types of wetland found in the Bay of 
Plenty.

Floating wetlands

Floating wetlands increase biodiversity and provide shade 
and shelter while improving water quality by absorbing 
nutrients. They have greater opportunity to absorb nutrients 
than shore plants because they can be positioned and 
anchored anywhere in the lake. Shoreline wetlands have 
limited flow-through of lake water, and have a limited effect 
on removing nutrients from open water.
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Activity 1a – Learning Journal 
What do we know now?

What is a wetland?

What is a floating 
wetland?

Where in the 
water cycle does a 

wetland fit?

Things we want to find 
out: (list here)
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Teacher background information 
How a wetland works

During heavy rain 
streams/flood waters 
become laden with 
sediment

Wetlands slow the flow of water and 
sediment settles on the bottom

As the water keeps flowing through the 
wetland sediment builds up and makes 
small areas of dry land

Water flows out of the 
wetland into streams 
clean and clearHabitat for wildlife

Ground water Bacteria 
breaks down 
contaminants Saturated peat stores 

water like a sponge

Slow release of water

Stream
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Island

Life

Searching for an effective and natural way to improve water quality in both
man-made and natural bodies of water, inventor Bruce Kania turned to
the experiences of a childhood spent exploring and fishing in the waters of
the upper Midwest.  Inspired by the diversity and sheer wildness of the nat-
ural, floating islands that can occur there, he’s developed a system that
not only enhances water quality but also provides a haven for wildlife.  

By Bruce Kania

©2005 WaterShapes. Reproduced by permission.

Teacher background information 
Kania, Bruce (2005) Island Life – an article about floating 
wetlands

Sourced from: http://www.floatingislandswest.com/images/pdf/island_life_kania_article.pdf
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So often, the art and science of invention begins
with the study and appreciation of nature.

While growing up in Wisconsin, I was repeated-
ly exposed to the naturally occurring islands often
found floating on bodies of water amid the conifers
in the northern,peat-bog region of the state. I could-
n’t help noticing that these islands were exactly the
best places to go fishing. They were just terrific,pre-
senting a structure under and around which fish,
for whatever reason, loved to spend their time.

Moreover,every floating island I’ve seen in nature
is host to all sorts of flowering plants including
American Speedwell,Monkey Flower,Blue Flag and
even examples of the few native varieties of North
American wild orchids along with incredible vari-
eties of other broad-leaf plants, grasses and even
trees. In many cases, I’ve seen species that don’t
abound in the surrounding environment but thrive
to exceptional levels on their floating havens.

In case it isn’t obvious by now, I’ve always had a
passion for plant life,and it didn’t take me long once
I began to think about these peat-bog islands to rec-
ognize that plant material thrives beyond the norm
amid these naturally occurring hydroponic plat-
forms. And it’s not just plants: These islands also
play host to a wide variety of beneficial insects, fish,
invertebrates, predators and just about any other
species that draws its life from the water.

Finally, I also noticed that the quality of the wa-
ter immediately associated with these peat-bog is-
lands was almost always pristine.

From the Farm
Although I didn’t know exactly where all of these

observations were headed, it ultimately became clear
to me that something highly dynamic was going on
in and around these bog islands. Based on my life-
time of observation and subsequent study of nat-
ural systems at work, I began to see more and more
potential in a man-made product that would repli-
cate many of the systems occurring on these dra-
matic examples of the world’s bio-complexity.

Things began to coalesce in a practical way sev-
eral years ago, after I’d purchased a research farm

©2005 WaterShapes. Reproduced by permission.
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in Shepherd, Mont., as an adjunct to my
ongoing invention business.

The site is located at the end of a 60-
mile irrigation ditch that fills with runoff
from surrounding farmland. The prop-
erty is rich with water, including fourteen
springs, two streams and two ponds.
Given this large volume of flowing and
percolating water and our proximity to
farmland, it’s no surprise (but something
of a disappointment) that water on the
property is loaded with phosphorus and
nitrogen – that is, fertilizer runoff.

As we developed the water systems on
the property for a variety of reasons un-
related to floating bog islands, we ran
into a range of fairly serious water-qual-
ity problems, not the least of which was
the foul odors our dogs would wear for
days after they went swimming in the
ponds or streams. It occurred to me that
if we had issues such as this in the head-
water zone of Montana, how bad must
it be in Louisiana? 

The answer to that question is grim. In
fact, there’s an aquatic “dead zone”at the
mouth of the Mississippi that covers 22,000

square kilometers of ocean. This is an area
that should be rich with life,but that is es-
sentially devoid of oxygen because of the
contamination of the river water with fer-
tilizers and other man-made wastes. I soon
learned that there are 34 other dead zones,
many of which are growing, in various
places around the planet.

At that point, I started thinking seri-
ously about how these nutrients might
be removed from the water in ways that
would not involve the use of materials
or chemicals that would bring additional
consequences with them. As I so often
do in my inventive processes, I started
by wondering if there wasn’t some nat-
ural phenomenon that could be bor-

rowed and applied.
I soon began thinking about the islands

I’d often seen as a child – with the
thought clinched by another factor:
Predators (foxes, minks and other rapa-
cious creatures) were ravaging ground-
nesting birds on our farm, and it made
me think about ways in which floating
islands might provide sanctuary for birds
and waterfowl.

I’ve oversimplified the developmental
chain in the interest of getting on with the
bigger story,but you get the idea: My foul-
smelling dogs precipitated a line of think-
ing that led quite directly to artificial float-
ing islands.

Expert Assistance
As is the case with most of my new in-

ventions, I immediately went about en-
gaging talented people to develop the con-
cept. In this case, I turned first to Frank
Stewart, a civil engineer who specializes
in hydrology and who had already dedi-
cated more than ten years to pond,stream
and watercourse design – and immedi-
ately saw potential in the project.

As design ideas emerged, Stewart and
I enlisted Thomas Coleman and Russell
Smith of Aquatic Design & Construction
Services (ADC Services) of Livingston,
Mont.Coleman,an environmental engi-
neer, and Smith, a degreed environmen-
tal conservationist, have spent years de-
signing and implementing sustainable
watershapes and have led waterway-
restoration projects throughout Montana
– for stream and river systems; lake and
pond habitats; and wetlands and their as-
sociated uplands.

With their extensive experience in
building ponds that conserve water while
providing environments in which fish
thrive, they offered the horticultural and

biological knowledge crucial to develop-
ing the floating-island concept.

Starting with materials scavenged from
other projects around the farm, the team
began building prototypes. During the
next several years and more than 200 pro-
totypes later, the current island-body con-
figuration starts off at about six inches
thick and can be made in any free-form
shape. From the outset, our aim was to
create a bio-mimetic replication of a wild
floating island,and we now believe we’ve
captured many of the most critical sys-
tems that happen on wild floating islands.

The basic idea is that plants grow
through the island’s structure and that
their roots extend into the water beneath
the island to absorb nutrients – thus serv-
ing the dual purpose of feeding the plants
on the island and essentially filtering the
water and clearing away algae-feeding nu-
trients.

After investigating materials and ex-
ploring possible structural forms,we set-
tled on a recycled-polymer matrix as our
main construction material. The filter-
like batting worked well as both structure
and growing surface, creating an ad-
justably buoyant “island”that easily could
be trimmed to various shapes and sizes.
The polymer also presents a tremendous
volume of surface area and is well suited
to serve as host to plants, microbes and
beneficial insects. All these life forms rep-
resent bio-complexity, the result of which
is, ultimately, a healthy environment.

Bio-Complexity
For help with the nutrient challenge,the

project team turned to Al Cunningham,a
professor of civil engineering at Montana
State University (Bozeman, Mont.) who
specializes in aquatic microorganisms (in-
cluding bacteria), and to Jim Keeton of
Keeton Industries (Fort Collins, Colo.), a
firm with 30 years’ experience in public
and private water-treatment systems in the
United States and abroad.

Keeton developed a way to use phos-
phate-eating microbes to counteract the
eutrophication process (see the sidebar on
page 46 for details). To effect this scien-
tific plan,he takes the low-tech approach
of lobbing a water-soluble bag of microbes
into the pond so it bumps up against the
island – a step that basically turns the im-

It became apparent that the test island 
was a lot more than a raft with plants 

growing on it.  It had become a haven for 
a diverse community of plant, microbial 

and animal life forms.

©2005 WaterShapes. Reproduced by permission.
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From a humble start topped by shoots and
seedlings, the illusion created by floating-
island technology quickly becomes re-
markably convincing.  What looks like a
natural patch of green on the water of this
small pond is actually a completely artifi-
cial structure with an important role to play
in the pond’s ecology.

©2005 WaterShapes. Reproduced by permission.
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mense surface area of the island structure into
a giant,phosphate-removing biological filter.

Root growth is the other major component
in aquatic-system health. Given the surface area
of the island matrix as well as its porosity and
the fact that plants grow right through it,there’s
a great deal of contact between the water and
a large amount of root material. As mentioned
above, this aids in the uptake of nutrients,but
the roots also provide shade, safety and cover
for fish while helping to control algae growth.

From the start, we were all amazed at how
well the concept worked in field tests. Not
only did the water in the area clear up as mea-
surable residuals of various organic com-
pounds plummeted in the pond,but we also
observed an abundance of fish congregating
beneath the island. We even started seeing
leopard frogs on the island – a species we’d
never seen anywhere on the property – as well
as damselflies,needle bugs and other insects.

It soon became apparent that the test is-
land was a lot more than a raft with plants
growing on it. Instead, it had become a haven
for a diverse community of plant, microbial

Floating islands can range from small to quite large, as seen here, and have enough
buoyancy to support rocks and substantial animal life.  One of the focuses of our research
has been finding the right relationship between the size of a pond and the size of its
floating island.

©2005 WaterShapes. Reproduced by permission.
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The permeability of the island’s structure allows
roots to reach down into the water where they
take up nutrients and provide safe haven for fish
and other aquatic life.  In this way, the system
helps ponds and other biological water systems
fend off challenges posed by nutrient-rich runoff. 

©2005 WaterShapes. Reproduced by permission.
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Inspired by the Wetlands
Wetlands typically occur in low-lying areas saturated by fresh water at the edges of lakes, ponds, streams and rivers — or by saltwater in

coastal areas affected by tides but protected from waves.  
In wetlands of both varieties, the surface of the water (that is, the water table) is usually at, above or just below the land surface for long

enough periods that the variety of plants is limited to those that are adapted to wet conditions and which in turn promote the development of
soils characteristic of a wet environment. 

The floating island product described in the accompanying text is essentially a manufactured wetland form that provides an optimal environ-
ment for the establishment of aquatic plants.  In addition, these diverse habitats benefit fish that require different conditions for spawning, feed-
ing or seeking shelter from predators, and they also provide combinations of open water and protective emergent plants that are preferred by
waterfowl.  Finally, they offer a variety of food and cover for smaller organisms that are used as food by birds and larger animals. 

Some plants and animals are specially adapted to living in a wet environment.  Most emergent plants, for example, have air spaces in their
stems that enable oxygen to be transported to roots that may be growing in sediments that have no oxygen.  Some of the trees that grow in
swamps form a set of roots above the soil surface or above the water that allows them to transfer oxygen to their submerged lower roots.  In
saltwater wetlands, there are even plants that have developed specialized cells that limit the amount of salt that enters a plant – or specialized
organs that excrete salt from the plant. 

In addition, some wetland microorganisms have adaptations that allow them to live in water or wet soil without oxygen.  The symbiotic na-
ture of micro-flora and -fauna that develop under floating islands is the key to the product’s overall potential.  In an optimized environment,
the plants work in conjunction with our inoculated microorganisms to significantly raise the potential for the uptake of excess nutrients – the
major cause of algae problems in living water systems.   

In our tests, we have used mostly plants native to our neck of the woods in the northernmost reaches of the Rocky Mountains, including
wetland grasses and forbs.  We’ve found certain species of forbs to be the quickest colonizers and more suitable for the application because
of their rapid growth. 

Veronica americanus (American speedwell) has shown the most remarkable growth of all plant types, but this does not preclude the use
of other wetland plants.  In fact, use of a diversity of plants enhances aesthetics and makes for an island ecology that’s not only easy on the hu-
man eye but also serves a greater range of purposes for multiple species of microbes, insects and animals.

– B.K.

The plants that can be sustained on
floating islands are as various as the
range of specimens found in any wet-
land terrain.  Those seen here are
species commonly found in the moun-
tains of Montana, but just about any
plant that thrives in an aquatic envi-
ronment will do well.

©2005 WaterShapes. Reproduced by permission.
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and animal life forms, and the rate and lev-
el of nutrient uptake was far exceeding what
might have been expected from the pres-
ence of plants alone.

As we’ve moved carefully toward the mar-
ketplace, we’ve also studied island size and
location as well as ways in which the islands
are planted. In a controlled environment
such as a backyard, for example, a home-
owner can consider use of non-native or-
namental species. A golf-course landscap-
er, by contrast, might choose from species
with optimal nutrient uptake and water-
scape-beautification features, while a con-
servation organization might select native
species particularly compatible with local
fish and waterfowl.

With aeration, ready access to nutrients
and a consistent supply of water as the is-
lands rise or fall with the level of a waterway,
plants on these islands may grow at several

Perhaps the most noticeable byproduct of the island technology is wonderfully clear
pond water, whether seen from perspectives outside the water or with a fish-eye view.

©2005 WaterShapes. Reproduced by permission.
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times the rate of their shoreline counter-
parts. With the natural, seasonal cycle of
plant growth and die-off, young islands
especially may be expected to become
higher and denser over time.

Stewardship
The design process continues even

though floating islands are now ready for
market. We’re currently doing research
(as just one example among several) in
conjunction with Delta Waterfowl of
Bismarck,N.D. This 90-year-old research
organization, founded by Aldo Leopold,
is North America’s leader in examining
waterfowl ecologies. The goal of our col-
laboration is development of inexpen-
sive, predator-resistant islands.

On the broadest level, it is our hope that
our floating islands will someday play a
useful role in the preservation and restora-
tion of natural rivers, lakes,wetlands and
perhaps, thinking again about the estu-
ary of the Mississippi River, even oceans.
It’s our belief that by working wisely with

the resources nature provides us, these
precious resources can be maintained or
returned to healthy biological states.

On a much more focused and imme-
diate level, we want to see these islands
applied where they will simplify mainte-
nance and enhance the health of all
species that draw life from aquatic envi-
ronments in backyards as well as parks
and golf courses.

To get there,we need to raise awareness
of the balances involved in living-water
systems and make it clear that floating is-
lands, much like a garden, require care-
ful installation and ongoing stewardship
if they’re to do all they are capable of do-
ing. We are certain that the result will in-
volve more holistic approaches, fewer
chemicals and less overall maintenance.

In the meantime, we continue our re-
search and have developed a wealth of in-
formation about the way natural biologi-
cal processes and habitats work and how
floating islands can become part of the mix.
We’ve studied the effects of such issues as

plant selection,island size relative to the size
of the body of water, nutrient loads, care
and maintenance procedures and forma-
tion of land-animal habitat. We are con-
stantly expanding our pool of knowledge.

As work proceeds in conjunction with
a select group of watershapers,we’re care-
fully studying the results and making re-
finements in our recommendations and
the data we provide those who want to
deploy our systems. We’re also hearing
from the field that island installations look
beautiful and enhance environments in
eye-pleasing as well as practical ways.

In the meantime, to commemorate the
inspiration for our island project, we’ve
named what was once a cesspool of nu-
trients Red Dog Pond. It now produces
big fish, leopard frogs and damselflies in-
stead of smelly red dogs.

Being around this project and perceiv-
ing its great promise fills us all with a sense
of hope. Maybe we can figure out a way to
live more gracefully and compatibly with
natural systems that embody true health.

Of all the side benefits of this
project, the one that has pro-
duced the most happiness in
my family is the fact that our
dogs can swim to their hearts’
content and emerge without
the foul odors that were an
unpleasant fact of life when
we first moved to the shores
of Red Dog Pond.

©2005 WaterShapes. Reproduced by permission.
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Activity Title: 

Know your lakes

Nature of 
Activity: 

Lake identification

Focusing 
question/s: 

What do we already 
know about the 
Rotorua lakes?

Curriculum area:

 ▪ English

 ▪ Science

 ▪ Social 
Studies 

Suggested 
Curriculum Level:

Any level

1b
Activity 1b  
Know your lakes
Focusing question

What do we already know about the Rotorua lakes?

Resources required

 ▪  Enlarged map of local lakes with no lake names (see following pages)

 ▪  Smaller (A4/A3) copies of map (see following pages) - one per group (if 
laminated can be re-used)

 ▪  Sticky notes (optional)

 ▪  Easier option – have a list of lake names for students to refer to

 ▪  Learning Journal Activity 1b (see following pages)

 ▪ Glossary template. (See the glossary for student use, in the Learning Journal 
template supplied within the ‘Resources’ section of this document).

Method

1. Explain that this activity will also help them to find out what they already know.

2. In groups using a small map, write the name of all known lakes onto the map. 
Include group ideas on the meaning of each lake name. Alternatively, each name 
can be written on a sticky note and stuck on their maps. If this activity proves too 
difficult, provide a list of all lake names and have groups attempt to match the 
names to the lakes.

3. As a class, groups take turns sharing their lake names, and transferring the 
correct names onto the large wall map. May include English and/or Māori 
names.

4. Back in groups; write specific information known about each lake, including 
characteristics, features, history, formation etc.

5. As a class, collate information and add to the large wall map. Some of the ideas 
may bring about discussion. For example, students may debate whether the 
names and / or information are correct, this could lead to further group, class or 
individual research

6. Discuss the reflection questions (below) and complete the Learning Journal 
Activity 1b.

7. When new words are encountered, record the word(s) in the glossary template 
(See the glossary for student use, in the Learning Journal template supplied 
within the ‘Resources’ section of this document).
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Reflection questions 

 ▪  As a class, discuss what you have learned about the lakes (And record your answers on the 
Learning Journal Activity 1b)

 ▪  Identify any ideas contributed that people were unsure of, or thought were incorrect (And record 
your answers on the Learning Journal Activity 1b)

 ▪  Identify whether these ideas were facts or opinions. If they are opinions can they be ‘wrong’? Can 
you find out others’ opinions on the matter? (And record your answers on the Learning Journal 
Activity 1b)

Note: You might also like to reflect as a class on the ways you can determine whether opinions are 
wrong or right.

Possible next steps

 ▪  List and discuss ideas which people were unsure about for further learning

 ▪  Use maps to check names and positions of lakes

 ▪  Compare maps with aerial photos

 ▪  Compare maps of different time periods
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Student Resource 
Blank Map - Rotorua lakes
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Student Resource  
Labelled Map – Rotorua lakes
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Activity 1b  – Learning Journal  
Know your lakes

What did you learn about the lakes?

Were there any ideas contributed that people were unsure of, or thought were 
incorrect?

Were these facts or opinions? If they are opinions can they be ‘wrong’? Can you find 
out others’ opinions on the matter?


